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Announcements & Key Concepts (re Today)

Ø Random walkers

Some relevant underlying concepts of the day…

à Midterm exams: Grades posted on Moodle and exams to be handed back

Ø Diffusion

à Written HW #2: Posted and due Friday 11/15 in class

Ø Multivariable functions

Ø Movement of "stuff"



Moving things...
à We have spent a lot of time thus far 
examining how things move... 
(or don't move as is sometimes the case)



Aside:



Munroe (2014)



Munroe (2014)



Munroe (2014)



Recall: Warmth

à How does “warmth" move?



Mechanisms of Energy Transfer

Ø Four basic mechanisms by which objects exchange heat w/ their surroundings

Knight

Goal now is to build up a theme focusing on one of these in particular....



Games of chance....

Key connective thread: Randomness 
(or stochasticity)



%  ### EXgaussian1.m ###
clear
% -----------
M= 1000;        % # of (uniformly distributed) random #s to average
N=1000;         % # of repeats (i.e., how many averages to compute) for histogram
binN= 20;      % # of bins for histogram
% -----------
figure(1); clf; hold on; grid on;
% +++
% loop thru to compute the N averages (each loop deals with the M random #s)
for nn=1:N

xR= rand(M,1);  % determine array of M random #s
mu(nn)= mean(xR);   % compute/store mean value

end
% +++
[jj,kk]=hist(mu,binN);   % detrmine histogram distribution
bar(kk,jj);             % plot the histogram (as a bar plot)

EXgaussian1.m

Ø Simple Matlab code to see if we can ‘create’ a normal distribution.....

à Simply determines a group of uniformly distributed numbers, then averages them. 
Subsequently, we keep track of the those mean values and plot as a ‘histogram’

Aside: Making a Gaussian distribution



M= 1000;        % # of (uniformly distributed) random #s to average
N=1000;         % # of repeats (i.e., how many averages to compute) for histogram
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So within a given sample, the M points are 
uniformly distributed...
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... but the average value (across N
repetitions) is normally distributed! 

à This sort of observation demonstrates the notion of a normal distribution and is ultimately 
telling us something important about the nature of the underlying probability distribution!

Aside: Making a Gaussian distribution
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N=1000;      % # of points to use

estimate for pi = 3.12 (using 1000 points) 

à Simply just using random 
numbers and ratios of areas

Aside: Estimating p (via random #s)



Nelson (2004)

Consider that:
Ø the drunkard (randomly) stumbles about
Ø the drunkard may have some sense of where (s)he is going

Random walks



Metzler & Klafter (2000)

Quiz

What is different between these 
two “random” walkers?

One passively gets 
jostled around while 
the other actively
walks at times...

à There is a fundamental 
biophysical/biological/evolutionary/etc.... 
distinction here!



Passive versus active movement





Basic physical consideration: Passive vs Active

Ø Passive: movement is subject to the 
medium you are in moving you around

Ø Active: you move yourself around (e.g., swim)





Berg (1993)
Dusenbery (2009)

à How does a bacteria 
move around?

Bacterial motility

"Swims" via some sort of motor 
(e.g., flagellum)



Berg (2000)

Ø Some sort of 
“flagellum” and energy-
consuming “motor” is 
required 

Bacterial motility



Dusenbery (2009)

Bacterial motility

Note translation vs
rotation components 
here!



Berg (1993)

à Looks like torques
are at play here!

Bacterial motility



Berg (2000)

Note: This is a 3-D plot! 
(try crossing your eyes)

Bacterial motility



Pearle et al (2010)

Robert Brown
(1773-1858)

à Does not move like bacteria (i.e., 
does not swim around)....

How does a "non-living" thing (e.g., 
pollen) move around?



wikipedia (Brownian motion)

Random motion of large object (yellow circle) due to 
interaction with many little objects (black circles) 

Brownian Motion

Seems to be "jostled" around...



à So a more general question emerges:
What are the basic mechanisms by which 
"stuff" moves around?



Knight

Goal now is to build up a theme focusing on one of these in particular....

... and that is a key principle underlying conduction



Diffusion



Ø According to the dictionary....

Ø According to wikipedia....

Diffusion



Batschelet Fig.12.5

à You have intuition for this already....
Diffusion Processes





Wikipedia


